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the movie was released in 1998 in the united states and japan under the title pocket monsters: mewtwo strikes back and was the first theatrical film in the series. the only reason it is referred to as the first film is because it is the first theatrical film to be released in the united states. the movie includes a
20-minute short called pikachu's vacation that was not released theatrically. it was later released on vhs in north america. there is also a 20-minute short called pikachu no gyakushū that was also never released theatrically in the united states. it was later included on the japanese dvd of mewtwo strikes back and
later included in the pocket monsters: mewtwo strikes back movie collection on home video. in the united states, the movie was given a pg rating and was later replaced by a g rating. this was due to the fact that the film was created to be used as a promotional short for the movie, mewtwo strikes back, before it
was released in theaters. the movie was distributed by miramax and was later included in the box set, pokemon collector's set on home video. the movie was released in 1998 in japan under the title pocket monsters: mewtwo no gyakushū and was the first theatrical film in the series. the only reason it is referred
to as the first film is because it is the first theatrical film to be released in the united states. the movie includes a 20-minute short called pikachu no gyakushū that was not released theatrically. it was later released on vhs in north america. there is also a 20-minute short called pikachu no gyakushū that was also

never released theatrically in the united states. it was later included on the japanese dvd of mewtwo strikes back and later included in the pocket monsters: mewtwo strikes back movie collection on home video. in the united states, the movie was given a pg rating and was later replaced by a g rating. this was due
to the fact that the film was created to be used as a promotional short for the movie, mewtwo strikes back, before it was released in theaters. the movie was distributed by miramax and was later included in the box set, pokemon collector's set on home video.
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a group of scientists are working with the dna of a rare pokemon, mew, to create the world's strongest pokemon, mewtwo. not wanting to be used as an experiment, mewtwo uses its psychic powers in a violent rage to destroy the scientists who created it. mewtwo then tries to learn how to focus its powers with
the aid of giovanni, the man who funded the scientists' operations, but discovers that it is being used again. so mewtwo decides to find its own purpose in life, and carry out its revenge on humans by destroying life on earth by using a deadly storm. ash ketchum and a group of other pokemon trainers are

summoned by mewtwo to have a battle with it, but they soon discover that they're only being invited so mewtwo can clone their pokemon for its own purposes. ash then tries to find a way to stop mewtwo's plot before it can be carried out. a team of scientists use the dna of a rare pokemon, mew, to create the
world's strongest pokemon, mewtwo. not wanting to be used as an experiment, mewtwo uses its psychic powers in a violent rage to destroy the scientists who created it. mewtwo then tries to learn how to focus its powers with the aid of giovanni, the man who funded the scientists' operations, but discovers that it

is being used again. so mewtwo decides to find its own purpose in life, and carry out its revenge on humans by destroying life on earth by using a deadly storm. ash ketchum and a group of other pokemon trainers are summoned by mewtwo to have a battle with it, but they soon discover that they're only being
invited so mewtwo can clone their pokemon for its own purposes. ash then tries to find a way to stop mewtwo's plot before it can be carried out. 5ec8ef588b
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